INTRODUCTION
When domain décomposition is used for the approximation of the solution of some partial differential équation, a large problem is sphtted up mto a set of smaller ones that can, for example, fit easily on each processor of a parallel machine This ability can be used further on by tuning the approximation technique to the proper caractenstic of each smaller problem In this direction, ît cornes naturally mto mind that one could use, locally to each subdomam, the proper discretization parameter, and maybe even, the proper discretization, adapted to the local behaviour of the solution The mortar element method was mvented origmally (in 1987) to provide an optimal tooi in this framework We refer to [9] and [10] for a gênerai présentation of the mortar element method, to [12] and [4] for PhD thesis on the coupbng of finite element method with spectral element methods m 2D and 3D respectively, to [16] and [2] (see also [3] ) for the couphng m the pure spectral element context and finally to [1] and [14] where applications of this idea are used in the context of finite element simulations Applications of the mortar element method are also present in situations where domain décomposition is not (only) involved for parallel purpose but has been used to mesh the global domain Indeed, a complex geometry can often be decomposed into nonoverlapping subgeometnes that are more easily meshed mdependantly The framework of conforming approximation is then very stringent to allow for the more flexible use of this concept Indeed ït forces the interface of the subdomains to have coïncident meshes This prevents in particular, the use of tetrahedra m one subdomam with hexahedra m an adjacent one Our goal m this paper is to present and analyse the mortar element method in this particular context 2 DEFINITION OF THE METHOD
Présentation of the discrete space
The method we propose hère is adapted to the discretization of three dimensional, second order problems that are wntten under a vanational formulation in a domain Q of M 3 The mam concern is then to provide an approximation of the space The triangulation ^F h {Q k ) being chosen over each Q k , then comes the définition of the finite element functions. We choose locally the finite element method that is best suited to the local properties of the solution. Let us assume that we work with the simple generic case of linear finite éléments. We first deflne the finite element functions locally and introducé the space
where £P\t) is the set of all linear function over t. The global finite element approximation will consist of functions whose restriction over each Q k belongs to X h {Q k ). Since the interface is provided with two independant meshes, the contraint of continuity of the global function over Q is not compatible with good approximation properties of the discrete space. In the gênerai case, such a continuity requirement would "block" all degrees of freedom over y k v Inversely, imposing no condition on the jump across the interface is also known to be a bad choice. In what follows we express the matching that is sufficient to ensure the optimality of the global approximation. The mortar element method first deals with the skeleton of the décomposition, Le. the union of all interfaces 
M
and, in addition, satisfy the fundamental hypothesis that each mortar coincides with an en tire face of one of the subdomains, i.e.
if a mortar coincides with both (entire) faces of connected subdomains, we choose one of the two so that there exists an application from the set {l, ..., M} into the set {l, ..., K) that associâtes to each mortar index m the corresponding subdomain index k(m). Note that each mortar is consequently meshed with (2D) éléments that are all entire faces of (3D) éléments of Q k .
vol. 31,n° 2, 1997 It is well known that the trace of the solution u of our problem over £f is of prime importance in the domain décomposition framework Indeed, would it be known, then the solution u could be computed locally within each subdomam by solvmg K independant Dinchlet problems over each element Q k This is at the basis of the Schur complement method We thus introducé a space W h (Sf) of discretization for this trace (called the mortar space hereafter)
This set being defined, we introducé the space of approximation over Q h next subsection Note that this définition of the finite element space of approximation leads to a non unique définition of the values of the discrete functions on the edges of the skeleton even if the global mesh would allow for a Standard conforming définition of this space In the context of the parallel implementation, this leads to a major improvement of this formulation of the mortar element method over the previous ones as is explamed in [5] and [6] Indeed, it allows for reducing the amount of communications between different subdomams (see also [13] for similar ideas)
The last point that needs to be adressed now is the définition of the space w k h ' In this paper, it will be solely given in the case where the face I* ' is meshed with triangular éléments. The case of quadrilatéral éléments is explained in [4] and [7] and the gênerai case where both quadrilatéral and triangular éléments are involved is easily deduced from these two papers.
Définition of the space w h ' '
We are in the case where the face J*'' is meshed with triangular éléments. We dénote by a /J( , 1 ^ p =S P(k, /), the set of all vertices of the triangles and distinguish the internai nodes that belong to ƒ*'' (numbered from 1 to P 0 (k,i)) from those that belong to the boundary of ƒ*' (numbered from
With all these nodes are associated the shape functions h so that any element x of vt>*' l can be written as ît can also be wntten as
Présentation of the discrete problem
From the variation al formulation of the problem (2 1) together with the définition of the discrete space X h , ît is an easy matter to defme a discrete problem correspondmg to a Galerkm approximation It consists in flndmg a solution u h G X h such that
h , f Vu h Vv h d x =\ p h dx
The well posedness of this problem is easy to prove It is a standard conséquence of the Pomcaré înequahty m the case where each subdomam Q has an edge on 3Q, the gênerai case is treated in [9] Thus there exists a unique solution to this problem Another formulation of the method can also be given by making use of a Lagrangian and expressing the gluing process as an external constramt and not as a part of the définition of the discrete space This is the route followed by [14] , [15] for example, see also [5] The unknowns of the problem are then 
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE METHOD
This analysis follows the same hnes as the original proofs m [8] .1) is known as the approximation error, the second term is the consistency error and is a consé-quence of the discontinuity of the éléments of X h through the interface.
Analysis of the consistency error
A bound for the consistency error is derived as follows where we remind that y. g = Q k n Q e and <p is the mortar function associated Recalling once more that (p coincides with one of the traces of v h over deduce from the standard trace theorem that , we not a mortar
It is well known that, for any g e H^iT*' 1 )
so that, denoting by p h the projection operator from L 2 ( J^1 ' ) onto w^ ', and using a interpolation argument, we have
Besides a standard Aubin Nitsche argument leads to
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Combining these two results yields
II dn
the trace theorem gives then Jfe= 1 From the définition of the matching, the consistency error is then of optimal order.
Analysis of the best approximation error
Let us turn now to the best approximation error. The key point of its analysis is given by the stability property of the foliowing operator defined from Before proving this result, we give, as a corollary, our main resuit concerning the approximation error. It follows by using the same lines as in [9] . With each function fullfilling the previous hypothesis we associate a discrete function, defined locally within each subdomain, that satisfy (take for instance the discrete interpolate of v ). Such a function does not satisfy the matching condition across the interfaces. To cope with this, we first define the mortar function that will dérive the value of the discrete function in X h that will approximate v. This mortar function 0, over each y m will be chosen as the restriction of v ^(«o. By construction, this element belongs to W h (Sf). We shall now modify the values of v h over each face that is not a mortar. Let i** be such a face and define the element of w^1 n H 0 ( 
tnat vanishes over each face of Q except i*\ Such a lifting operator exists as is proven in e.g. [11] . In addition, this operator can be chosen to satisfy the stability property
The new approximation of v that belongs to X h by construction, is thus ' not a mortar vol. 31, n° 2, 1997 Making use of an inverse inequality over w e h ' 1 (remind the uniform assumption done on the triangulation of each face), we dérive, in as standard manner that recalling that (p is the trace over the mortars of v /ï , it is straightforward that We are left now with the proof of the stability property (3.3)
Stability of the operator n^l
The proof of Lemma 3.1 is performed in two steps. For the sake of simplification, we shall skip any référence to the exponent ks l in the different notations, assuming that we are working on a référence domain e.g. The point that is adressed in this step consists in the proof of Only for clarity, we shall assume that the mesh over F is structured and composed of isosceles rectangle triangles so that any node a ; on the edges of F that is not a vertex satisfies Q(p) = 2 as follows. The proof is based on the following simple equality : V/ e L 2 (F), \\n h X-P h x\\L\n = Jnf A II n k X -X h \\ L\n » and the construction of a suitable x h -Let us define ^ e w^ such that hence vol. 31, n° 2, 1997 which proves that for the contributions where this corner arises the inequality of the Lemma holds with the constant a = j. For the contributions of the corners of F, the same strategy can be used which ends the proof. The second step is shorter and will end the proof of Lemma 3. 
